
THE ROLE OF CONCENTRATION CAMPS DURING THE HOLOCAUST

The major purpose of the earliest concentration camps during the s was to imprison and intimidate the leaders of
political, social, and.

A tile work in Sachsenhausen, owned and operated by the SS, used Jews and other slave labourers. Killing
centers: Established primarily or exclusively for the assembly-line style murder of large numbers of people
immediately upon arrival to the site. In the weeks after the Nazis came to power, the SA Sturmabteilung;
commonly known as the Storm Troopers , the SS Schutzstaffel; Protection Squadronsâ€”the elite guard of the
Nazi party , the police, and local civilian authorities organized numerous detention camps to incarcerate real
and perceived political opponents of Nazi policy. This was quickly followed by the establishment of three
more extermination camps: Belzec, Treblinka and Sobibor. The most current reliable figures from scholars are
at least , and perhaps as many as over three-quarters of a million died as a result of the inhuman slave labour,
hunger and disease in concentration camps. Those unable to work â€” the old, women and children â€” were
immediately sent to the gas chambers or shot in the "camp hospital". The German judicial administration had
no jurisdiction with the growing camp system. In crematoria I and II there were elevators from the gas
chambers underground, where the Jews were murdered, to the crematoria, where the bodies were burned. He
issued regulations for the duties of the perimeter guards and for treatment of the prisoners. In most camps,
prisoners were forced to wear identifying overalls with colored badges according to their categorization: red
triangles for Communists and other political prisoners, green triangles for common criminals, pink triangles
for homosexual men, purple triangles for Jehovah's Witnesses, black triangles for asocials and the "work shy",
yellow triangle for Jews, and later the brown triangle for Romanis. Over the course of the Holocaust, more
than three million people were killed at extermination camps. Less than two weeks later, Dachau , the first
Nazi concentration camp, was opened. Criminals were marked with green inverted triangles, political
prisoners with red, "asocials" including Roma, nonconformists, vagrants, and other groups with black orâ€”in
the case of Roma in some campsâ€”brown triangles. To exploit forced labor of the prisoner population. In
time, the bodies were burned â€” either in mass graves or in the crematoria â€” when, as the Soviet armies
advanced through Poland, the Nazis tried to hide their terrible crime. The six extermination camps were
established within a very short time. In Majdanek, on November , between 17, and 18, Jews were killed in one
day as part of a mass shooting. Nazi concentration camps served three main purposes: To incarcerate people
whom the Nazi regime perceived to be a security threat. The second group constituted the guard detachment
SS-Wachbataillon , which prior to was at battalion strength. The Nazis persecuted those they considered to be
racially inferior. The camps could be divided into different categories according to their purpose and function:
forced labour camps, work- and reformatory camps, POW camps, transit camps, police camps, women camps
and ghetto camps. This allowed more tourists to visit Auschwitz, which was by then the Holocaust site with
which many were most familiar; in , a record 2. The badges sewn onto prisoner uniforms enabled SS guards to
identify the alleged grounds for incarceration. Camps for the so-called "rehabilitation and re-education of
Poles" Arbeitserziehungslager â€” "Work Instruction Camps" : camps where the intelligentsia of the ethnic
Poles were held, and "re-educated" according to Nazi values as slaves. As the concentration camp system
expanded, the camps fell within the exclusive authority of the SS. In Chemno gassing trucks were used, where
Jews, after being driven into the trucks, were suffocated by the exhaust fumes that were led into them in the
truck. Starting in March , after the guidelines for action were worked out at the Wannsee Conference, the
Germans established three extermination camps at the eastern boundary of the Generalgouvernement , not far
from main railroad lines: Belzec established in March , this camp functioned until December of that year; in
the spring of , the cremation of bodies began in order to cover up the traces of the murders committed ;
Sobibor May-July , and October October ; and Treblinka July August  Killing centers were designed for
efficient mass murder. That is, if they had not died already. The organization, structure, and practice
developed at Dachau in â€”34 became the model for the Nazi concentration camp system as it expanded. The
camp operated until the Soviet army liberated the Lublin area in July  At some camps, notably Buchenwald ,
medical experimentation was conducted. No one survived. In , the Nazis opened the Belzec , Sobibor , and
Treblinka killing centers to systematically murder the Jews of the General Government the territory in the
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interior of German-occupied Poland. The newspapers continuously reported on "the removal of the enemies of
the Reich to concentration camps" making the general population more aware of their presence. Concentration
Camps Concentration camps are often inaccurately compared to a prison in modern society. Since millions of
Jews lived in pre-war Poland , most camps were located in the area of the General Government in occupied
Poland, for logistical reasons. The extermination camps Vernichtungslager and death camps Todeslager were
camps whose primary function was genocide. In the combined concentration- and extermination camps,
Majdanek and Auschwitz, the SS chose those able to work for the work camps. Courtesy of The Wiener
Library.


